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ABSTRACT 

A variational method is presented for evaluating the effective imped- 

ance of the periodically-gapped armor on a buried cable.  The armor is 

assumed to be in direct contact with the surrounding soil, so that the gaps, 

which are intended to break the longitudinal electrical conductivity, are in 

fact electrically bridged by the soil.  From the effective impedance can be 

calculated the armor losses and, when the cable is used as a buried antenna, 

the reduction in antenna efficiency. 

Numerical results are presented graphically, and some corroborating 

experimental evidence is reported. 
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Losses in a Periodically Gapped Cable Armor 
in Contact with the Surrounding Soil 

I.  Introduction 

To prevent damage by rodents and insects to a directly buried cable, it 

is the practice to encase it in a metallic tape armor [1,2].  However, if the 

cable has a single conductor, the current induced in this conducting armor 

can dissipate an appreciable quantity of power [3] and when the cable is used 

as a buried antenna, the armor current also reduces the current moment of the 

antenna [4]. 

These detrimental effects can be reduced by breaking the electrical con- 

tinuity of the armor at regular intervals to raise its effective longitudinal 

impedance.  This raises the design problem of deciding how far apart the gaps 

can be placed without their current limiting function being negated by the 

electrical bridging effect of the surrounding soil. 

In the following sections a variational method is proposed for evaluat- 

ing the effective longitudinal impedance of a periodically-gapped armor in 

contact with the surrounding soil.  This quantity is equal to the resistance 

per unit length of the armor, when the armor is continuous, and is used in 

its stead, for calculating the electrical effects of interest, when the armor 

is periodically gapped. 

It is assumed throughout that the monochromatic time behavior is as 

exp(jojt) and that in the soil the quasi-static approximation me/o  • 0 is 

valid, where w is the radian frequency and e and a are the permittivity and 

conductivity of the soil. 



II.  The Armor Impedance 

The cable-armor combination is modelled as an infinitely long circular 

dielectric cylinder of radius a at the surface of which is placed a sequence 

of resistive cylindrical sheets, each of length 2£ - 2w and separated by gaps 

of width 2w, (Fig. 1).  The exterior medium is characterized by the conduc- 

tivity a and permeability \1. 

At the low frequencies of interest here, the skin depth of conventional 

armor materials is sufficiently large compared with the armor thickness that 

the armor can be regarded as essentially resistive. Thus the resistive cyl- 

indrical sheets in the model have a resistance R , in ohm/meter, given by 

where p is the bulk resistivity and T the thickness of the armor material. 

The total z- direc t ed electric field at the cylinder surface is the sum 

of the uniform "incident" field E , whose source remains at present unspeci- 

fied, and the non-uniform "scattered" field E (z) due to the current I(z) 

induced in the armor.  Over that part of the surface occupied by the resis- 

tive sheets, this field is equal to I(z)R .  Thus, by taking advantage of the 

periodicity of the problem an integral equation for I(z) can be written as 

I(z)R + E (z) = E., + E (z) 
s   g      is 

= E± + I G(z,z»)I(2')dz\ (2) 



•2/-w      -2i + w - w 

,\V\\ 
\\\\\\ 
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Fig. 1.  Idealized model of armor on a dielectric cylinder. 



where E (z) is the z-directed total electric field in the gap (defined here to 

be zero for z not in the gap) and G(z,z') is the Green's function giving the 

z-directed electric field at z due to an infinite sequence of delta functions 

of armor current at the locations +z' , +2£ +z', +4£ +•',•••  The equation has 

been written in this form to make it valid for all z, but it now involves an 

additional unknown, the gap field E (z). 

The integral equation (2) is not soluble by direct means, but a variational 

expression [5] for the solution can be obtained by multiplying both sides by 

I(z)/£ and integrating over the basic interval (0,1).     By denoting the inte- 

gral of I(z)/£ over this interval as I , the average armor current, and then 
3 

2 
dividing through by I  , one obtains 

8 

I I 
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2
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The product E (z)I(z) does not appear in this result because I(z) is zero in 

the gap and E (z), by definition, is zero elsewhere. 

The first variation of the right side of this equation, as the quotient 

I(z)/I is varied, is a 

£ 

_y               a              a 
0 

2 
I / 6 ) I  fG(z>z ) —f— dz  dz» 

J 3 3. 
o 

since it follows from the reciprocity theorem [6] that G(z,z') is symmetric. 

This can be rearranged as 



2 

0 

or, from (2), 

•/•$£•)[/«*•'> V- "•-^h 

f{^}h^-hh- 
0 

Now the integral over the first term in the integrand vanishes if the current 

variation 6{l(z)/l } is constrained to be zero when z is in the gap, since 
SI 

E (z) is zero everywhere else.  The integral over the second term also van- 

ishes, since E , being independent of z, can be brought outside the integral 

operation, leaving the integral 

\f^} * 
0 

as a factor.  Interchanging the operations of variation and integration, one 

obtains the variation of unity, which is zero. 

Thus the formula for E /I given by (3) is stationary for small varia- 
i a 

tions of the normalized armor current I(z)/I about the correct value, pro- 
3. 

vided both I(z)/I and its variation are zero in the gap. 
a 

The definition of the effective armor impedance Z adopted here is that 

it is the ratio of the average longitudinal electric field at the armor rad- 

ius divided by the average longitudinal armor current.  But the average long- 



itudinal electric field is the uniform incident field plus the average scat- 

tered field.  Thus 

I 

W    "  Ei4|Es(2) dz' 

I 

= Ei + j   I  G(z,z')I(z')dz'dz, (4) 

0 

where the lower expression on the right has been obtained by substituting for 

E (z) its Green's function form, 
s 

Reversing the order of integration in (4) and using the symmetry property 

of the Green's function, one obtains 

+ j     /i(z') f TGCZ'.ZHZI dz' ZflIa = E± + Y     fl(z')| I  G(z',z)dz | dz', (5) 

0       '0 

in which the inner integral is, by definition, the electric field due to a 

uniform unit armor current and is therefore itself uniform.  Thus the inner 

integral can be moved outside the outer integral operation, leaving the lat- 

ter in the form of the definition of I , the average armor current.  The 

result of.then dividing through by I  is 
SL 

l 

Za = ^ + | G(z.z') dz*, (6) a 4 



which, when the variational expression (3) is substituted for E./I , becomes 
1 a 

the required variational form for Z .  That is 
^ a 

*JTW*-*P? Za = T / |"TI dZ"f f ^G(z,z')i^ldzMz 

P. 

+  jG(z,z')dz'. (7) 

0 

The variational property of the right side of this equation is the same as 

that of the right side of (3), for the additional term is independent of the 

armor current. 

For computational purposes it is more convenient to express I(z) and 

G(z,z') as the following Fourier expansions 

I(z)  = >   u cos ? , (8) -£"" 
n=0 

where „ 

Un -T J I(z)cos Sp- dz, (9) 

(e = 1, e =2 for n > 0), and 
o      n 



G(z.z') =   \        G cos —r~  cos *       . (10) 

n=0 

When (8) and (10) are substituted in (7) and the identification of I with u 
a      o 

is made, the result is 

00       i 

1 '  u 

za = R
s 

+ f; , -r^s-fv- (n) 

o n=l 

If the cable is assumed to be surrounded with an infinite space of con- 

ducting soil, the Green's function coefficients are easily evaluated.  This 

is done in the Appendix, the result being 

£ Y H (2)(y a) 
G. =  n " ° m n  ' (12) 
n
    2TratoH U;(y a) 

o    n 

/     2 2  2      (2) 
where Y = /-joxjy-n TT /£ and H   (Y a) is the Hankel function of the sec- 

n     J p   'n 

ond kind of argument y  a and order p. 

How close discontinuities (such as soil-air interfaces, other cables 

etc.) can approach the cable without seriously affecting the accuracy of (12) 

depends upon how far from the cable the radially-decaying Fourier components 

of the field extend.  An important feature of (11) is that it does not 

include G , so that one concludes that (12) can be used in (11) provided 
o 

external discontinuities are situated outside the region in which there exist 

non-negligible z-varying fields.  Such a region clearly has a radius commen- 

surable with the gap spacing. 



If I  is small compared with a soil skin depth, then y    ss -jmT/£ for 

n > 0 and the G , given by (12), can be rewritten in the purely real form 

n   K0(mraM) 
Gn = " 72—    Kl(mra/£)* " " 

U   2*'" (13) 

where K (nTTa/£) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order 
P 

p and argument nira/£.  The corresponding formula for Z , obtained by substi- 
3. 

tuting (13) into (11) is then also purely real and its stationary point is 

a minimum. 

III.  Current Distribution 

To obtain good accuracy from the variational expression (11) for Z  it 
3 

is important to make a realistic choice for the armor current distribution. 

There are some obvious features which can be used as a guide: 

1. When the gap spacing is very large, the armor current is 

essentially uniform except near the gaps.  For over much of the 

armor section, the gaps are too far away to have any effect on the 

current, which therefore takes there the value it would have in a 

continuous armor. 

2. When the gap spacing is small, the armor current will be 

held down to a value small compared with the continuous-armor 

current and so does not exhibit the "flat top" distribution char- 

acteristic of large gap spacings. 

3. The current distribution is symmetrical about the armor- 

section mid points and, by definition, zero in the gaps. 



4.  If the gap spacing is small compared with a soil skin- 

depth, the armor current and the fringing current in the soil 

bridging the gaps will be defined by the equations of station- 

ary current flow and therefore be of constant phase. 

A distribution fitting this collective description over the basic inter- 

val 0 < z < 21 is 

Kz)  = 

0, z < w and z < 2£ - w 

(14) 

.  cosh[(£ - z)l\] . 
1 -  rfh wTT> w < z < 2S, - w cosh[ (it - w)/X]   —  — 

where X is a parameter which is varied until (11) displays the features of a 

2 
stationary point.  Since I(z) enters (11) only in the form (u /u_) , 

n = 1, !,••'   there is no need to approximate any particular amplitude or con- 

stant phase.  Thus, for convenience, the amplitude is of the order of unity 

and the phase is zero.  In Fig. 2, graphs of (14) are drawn for two values of 

A/Jt which were actually encountered during the preparation of the results 

presented in Section V. 

The u coefficients for this current distribution can be expressed in n r 

closed form as 

,   w  X   , &-w uo = 1 " I " I tanh T~ 

nirw  ,   X nTTw        ,   £-w 
sin —T— + — cos —£— tanh —r— — sin —T— + -r cos —rr- tanh —^— 

_    0 nrr I        I I X__ . 
u       = -2 ———• j ,   n >  0. (15) 

n 1 +   (mTX/£) 

10 
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Fig. 2.  The current distribution defined by (15) for two values of the norm- 
alized variational parameter \/H. 
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The suitability of this choice of current distribution can be checked by 

using a more general multi-parameter description of the distribution and then 

varying all the parameters in a search for the stationary value of Z as given 
8 

by (11).  If the result is close to that obtained using the single-parameter 

distribution (14), then one may conclude that the latter is good enough for 

evaluating Z .  Such a comparison was made at four selected points in the 
3. 

range covered by the results presented in Section V.  The outcome is described 

there. 

IV.  Application 

The only assumption made about the z-directed incident field E has been 

that it is a constant over the whole surface of the dielectric.  Thus the 

source of E. can be an arbitrary arrangement of z-directed currents, both 

inside and outside the cable, provided the resulting E is essentially con- 

stant over the dielectric surface.  Some of the currents may be the uniform 

impressed currents flowing in cable conductors, others may be parasitic, 

induced in neighboring conducting structures by the impressed currents.  The 

essential point, however, is that in such a situation it is only the average 

current flowing in the armor that is of technological significance. 

On the one hand, the total power dissipated per unit length is equal to 

the power dissipated in the driven conductors themselves plus the power emerg- 

ing from the driven conductors to be dissipated in the surrounding environ- 

ment.  But this latter power is equal to the integral, over a unit length of 

the conductor surface, of the normal component of the Poynting vector.  This 

reduces directly to the product of the uniform conductor current and the 

12 



integral (i.e., the average) of the E-field at the conductor surface.  Only 

the average armor current need be known to evaluate its contribution to this 

average E-field. 

On the other hand, assuming the cable is used as a buried antenna, the 

net current moment of the antenna is given by the integral, over the length of 

the antenna, of the vector sum of the cable conductor current and the armor 

current.  If the conductor current is essentially uniform over lengths large 

compared with the gap spacing, again only the average armor current emerges 

as significant. 

Evaluation of the average armor current, once Z is known, is carried 
a 

out by regarding the armor as continuous and with its resistance per unit 

length replaced by Z .  For, from (6), the condition determining the average 
Si 

armor current is 

Z I  =  E. + £G_I , (16) 
a a     1    0 a 

where (10) has been used to replace the integral in (6). But if the armor 

were continuous, I would be the actual uniform armor current and the condi- 
a 

tion would  then be 

l± +   /G(Z,Z» I  R       =     E.   +    /G(z,z')I   dz' 
as i        / ' a 

G 

which, from (10), reduces to 

I R  = E. + lGnl   . 
as     l    0 a 

13 



This is identical to (16) except that Z has been replaced by R • 

V.  Results 

Computations of Z were carried out using the variational form (11) into 
Si 

which were substituted the u coefficients from (15) and the G in zero- 
n n 

frequency form, given by (13).  The value of Z corresponding to each part- 
a 

icular set of input variables (&, w, a, a, R ) was obtained essentially by 

calculating Z as a function of A/£, the normalized variational parameter, in 
a. 

sufficient detail to allow its value at the stationary (minimum) point to be 

determined accurately. 

It was judged that interest in armor impedance at frequencies high 

enough for the impedance to differ markedly from the zero-frequency value 

would not be sufficient to warrant the presentation of a whole set of graphs 

like Fig. 3 covering a range of frequencies.  In addition, since gapping the 

armor could be economically attractive only if it raises the armor impedance 

substantially, primary attention was given to the case R = 0, to which the 

three continuous curves apply.  For simplicity, the results are presented in 

terms of the gap width g and armor-section length s instead of the "half" 

dimensions w = g/2 and H  = s/2 used in the theoretical derivation. 

The effect of finite armor resistance R on one of the curves, that 

corresponding to g/a = 5.0, is illustrated by the three broken curves.  They 

show that if Z is required to exceed R by a factor of ten or more, then n s 

very little error is incurred by using the solid curves (R = 0) as a basis 

for specifying g and s. 

It is of interest to note the two regimes included by the broken curves. 

14 
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Fig. 3.  The effective impedance of gapped armor at zero frequency as a func- 
tion of armor-section length for selected values of gap width and armor 
resistance.  The points are the results of the multi-parameter variational 
computations. 
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When the length of the armor sections (i.e., the gap spacing) is large, Z is 
3 

essentially equal to R , but as the length is made smaller and smaller, Z 

increases until it is essentially independent of R -.but is now a function of 

the geometry.  This is strongly reminiscent of the way the effective per- 

meability of a ferromagnetic rod varies as a function of its length [7].  When 

the rod is long its effective permeability is essentially equal to the intrin- 

sic permeability of the material, when it is short the effective permeability 

is geometry-limited. 

A word of caution is in order concerning the interpretation of the curves 

for arbitrarily small gap widths.  It would appear from Fig. 3 that when g is 

made arbitrarily small, Z approaches a limiting value.  Theoretical consid- 
EL 

erations indicate that this is not so.  The input admittance of a cylindrical 

dipole in free space, for example, when driven by a delta-function generator, 

has an infinitely large imaginary part [8].  If free space is replaced by a 

conducting medium, the phase angle of the admittance changes, but the infinity 

remains.  Thus the surrounding medium short circuits completely an ideally 

narrow gap.  One concludes therefore, that the width of the gap cannot be 

narrowed indefinitely without impairing its function, but in view of the 

weak dependence of Z  on g/a for large g/s this may not be a constraint in 
3. 

practice. 

As a check on the suitability of the proposed single-parameter current 

distribution (15), the more general distribution 

16 



0, z <  w and z > 21  - w 

/_, V°S[ 2  T^7j , w < z < 2* -w     (17) 
m=l 

involving the parameters a was used to obtain the four points indicated in 

Fig. 3. 

The procedure was first to take a finite Fourier transform of (17) to 

obtain the u coefficients as linear combinations of the a parameters and n m r 

then to compute Z using (11) and (13).  Since Z is independent of the 

absolute amplitude of I(z), a., was set equal to unity and then the remaining 

a were varied in turn in small increments, each time retaining the value 
m 

for which Z was a minimum.  The range of m for which the a remained non- a m 

zero was covered repeatedly in this manner until no further change occurred 

in the stationary values of a .  The final and smallest increment employed 

was 0.01. 

Table 1 lists the set of input variables specifying each of the four 

points and the values of Z  obtained using both the multi-parameter and the 
3. 

single-parameter descriptions of the current distribution.  In the last col- 

umn is the final number M of non-zero a parameters emerging from each multi- 
m 

parameter minimum search.  The multi-parameter results are also entered as 

points in Fig. 3. 
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TABLE 1 

Comparison of Multi- and Single-Parameter Methods 

j3 
a 

B. 
a 

2 
TTa OR 

2 
TTa 02 •a 

Multi-Parameter Single-Parameter M 

20 0.2 0.0 1.39  x 10-2 1.49  x 10~2 15 

20 1.0 o.o 1.89  x 10"2 1.94 x 10"2 9 

500 5.0 0.0 9.56 x 10-5 9.61 x 10~5 7 

500 5.0 0.0001 2.11 x 10-4 2.10 x  lO-4 8 

On the four-decade logarithmic ordinate scale used in Fig. 3, the dif- 

ferences between the multi-parameter results and the single-parameter results 

are scarcely discernible. As far as the curves presented there are concerned, 

therefore, one concludes that the single-parameter method is quite satisfac- 

tory. 

A comparison of the entries in Table 1 on the other hand, shows that in 

one case the actual numerical accuracy of the single-parameter method was as 

bad as seven percent.  This may not be acceptable in some situations, in 

which case the multi-parameter method should be used. 

VI.  Experiment 

As a check on the theory, the effect of gapped armor upon the input 

impedance of a short length of "buried" cable was measured.  A schematic dia- 

gram of the arrangement is given in Fig. 4.  It shows an electrically short 

length of cable terminated by brass end plates and immersed in a solution of 

ammonium chloride in water.  The end plates, being larger than a skin depth 

in radius, ensure that the current distribution around the cable is essen- 

tially the same as it would be were the cable of infinite length, and since 

18 
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Fig.   4.     Schematic  diagram of  experimental   "cable 
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the cable is electrically short, the input impedance is just the distributed 

series impedance per unit length multiplied by the cable length b. 

Now the distributed series impedance per unit length is equal to the sum 

of three separate impedances.  These are the internal impedance of the copper 

center conductor, the impedance characterizing the magnetic field energy 

stored in the dielectric and the external impedance.  Of these, only the last 

is sensitive to the presence of the armor.  These statements are easily veri- 

fied by integrating the equation of Maxwell V x E = -joouH over one of the areas 

occupied by dielectric in Fig. A.  Since both the magnetic field in the diel- 

ectric and the electric field along the surface of the center conductor 

depend only on I , the change in input voltage due to the addition of armor 

is equal to (minus) the change in the integrated electric field along the 

outer surface of the dielectric. 

From (16), the average electric field E at the armor is given by 

E  =  ZI = E.  + IG I   , a a   1    o a 

where E. is here iust IG  I , since I is coaxial with and internal to I , and G 1 o o       o a      o 

given by (12) in this "infinite outer medium" situation.  Eliminating I  from 

these equations, one obtains 

IG  Z 
b    Z -IG       o a  o 

In the absence of armor (that is in the limit as Z approaches infinity) the 

corresponding equation is E = JlG I , so that (minus) the integrated differ- 

ence divided by I , is the required change 6Z. in input impedance.  That is 

20 



(JIG )2b 
5zi = "z^fg-- (18) 

a  o 

The experiment consisted of applying armor, in the form of 1.3 mil adhe- 

sive copper foil, to the cable shown in Fig. 4, measuring the input impedance 

and then subtracting from this the input impedance measured with no armor to 

obtain 6Z .  A total of four different armor applications were made, all of 

the same gap spacing but of different gap widths.  The results are shown in 

Table 2 and Fig. 5, together with the corresponding values of 6Z. calculated 

from (18) in finite-frequency form. 

TABLE 2 

Change in Z. due to Armor 

(f = 9.85 MHz, a = 44 mho/meter, R = 0.0633 ohm/meter 

a = 1.31 mm, 21 =  1 cm, b = 23.6 cm) 

Gap width (2w)       Measured 6Z       Calculated 6Z 
mm ohm ohm 

3.5 0.25 - j 0.17 0.24 - j 0.16 

2.0 0.41 - j 0.32 0.42 - j 0.29 

0.5 0.87 - j 0.72 0.76 - j 0.60 

0.2 0.94 - j 0.82 0.91 - j 0.74 

The agreement between the calculated and the measured results is satis- 

factory.  Since the armor was applied by hand, its placement could not be 

controlled to better than about 0.1 mm.  This variability could account for 

the discrepancies between the calculated and measured results for the 0.5-and 

0.2-mm gap widths. 
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Fig. 5.  Comparison between measured and calculated changes in input imped- 
ance for the experimental cable. 
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It should be observed that the skin-depth in copper at the frequency of 

measurement is not, as has been assumed, large compared with the thickness 

of the armor foil, but commensurable with it.  Thus the armor "resistance" 

R should strictly be replaced by an impedance Z of comparable magnitude and 
S 8 

non-zero phase angle.  For the configuration and "soil" conductivity of the 

experiment, however, the effective armor impedance Z is completely gemoetry- 
a 

2 -5 limited (s/a = 7.64, TTa aR = 1.5 x 10 ) and so the omission is of no con- 
s 

sequence. 

VII.  Conclusions 

The proposed method of calculating the effective impedance of a gapped 

cable armor in contact with the surrounding soil, together with the graphical 

results obtained from it, should be useful in situations where a continuous 

armor would be too conductive and some means of increasing its impedance must 

be found.  Such a need could occur in power distribution systems and in 

buried antennas. 

The experimental check on the method showed satisfactory corroboration 

for the chosen sets of geometrical and electrical quantities, but some uncer- 

tainty remains about the practical significance of the behavior of the effec- 

tive armor impedance for arbitrarily small gap widths.  A theoretical check 

of the proposed one-parameter representation for the current distribution, 

using a more general multi-parameter one, showed that the proposed distribu- 

tion gives good accuracy. 
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APPENDIX 

The periodicity and symmetry of the gapped-armor situation, shown in 

Fig. 1, allows the armor current I to be represented as 

00 

I  • \   U cos —r—     . (Al) 
L_j  n     l 

n=0 

Thus the delta-function current 6(z-z') is given by 

r.,       ..       1   ^     S niT 
6(Z"Z   }   =I    ) enCOSHi 

nTTz nTTz' .... 
cos —.— , (A2) 

n=0 

where e • 1, e = 2(n > 0), as can be verified by multiplying both sides by 

cos(mTTz'/&) and integrating with respect to z' from 0 to Z. 

Now in cylindrical coordinates, the solutions of Maxwell's equations 

having a time behavior exp (jojt) and an axial behavior cos(nrrz/&) are [9], 

^ (2),  N     ,T (2),  .   nTTz 
V (r'z> -°vv (v)cos — 

„ (2)/   s    IT (2),   N   nuz H v '(r,z) = aaH^ y(Ynr)cos — 

(A3) 

in the conducting region r > a, and 

E (1)(r,z) = 6k J (k r)cos ^ 
z n o n      x, 

H.(1)(r,z)   = jBcoeJ^k r)cos ^~- 
cp In x, 

(A4) 
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in the dielectric region r < a.  Here a and g are the unknown amplitude con- 

2 22222 222 
stants,  y      = -jwou    - n IT 1%  ,  k      = to eu - n IT  /I   ,  a  is  the conductivity 

of the outer region, e is the permittivity in the inner region and y is the 

(2) 
permeability common to both regions.  H   (y) and J (y) are the Hankel func- 

tion of the second kind and the Bessel function, respectively, each of order 

p and argument y.  It is assumed that the exterior conducting region extends 

to infinity. 

The boundary conditions to be satisfied at the interface are 

E (2)(a) -E (1)(a)=0 z z 

HA
(2)(a)   - H\(1)(a)  =  cos(mrzM)/2TTa 

(A5) 

for   the  current  cos(nlTz/£).     Solving   (A3),   (A4)   and   (A5)   for a,   one  finds 

,„»              k y H  ^(Y a)J   (k a)cos(niTz/£) 
F   (.<£; r   \   -    n n o n       o    n   , 

2lTA{0k Hn
(2)(Y a)J   (k a)   - JCOEY H   (2) (Y  a)J. (k a)} nl non J      'no 'nln 

which,   for oje  <  < a,   reduces  to 

(2) 
„, Y H  ^'(y a) _   (2),   . no 'n  niTz ,.,. 

E   v   '(a)  =  YT\     cos "T" (A6-> 
2-RaaHn 

u; (Y a) 
1 n 

This  is  the electric  field at  the  interface due  to the interface  current 

cos(nTTz/£).     Therefore,   the  total  electric  field  due  to  currents  superposed 

in  the manner defined by the right  side of   (A 2)   is  the  required Green's  func- 
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tion G(z,z').     That  is 

00 (2) 
Ee Y H  *•   ;(y a) n'n o       s'n IITTZ           mrz'                              ,A_. 
 jjT  cos -7— cos -s— .                         (A7) 
2-naHan v ; (y a) *             * 

n=0                 °           n 

A comparison of (A7) with (10) leads to the expression for the G given 

in (12). 
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